Catalytic mechanism of Escherichia coli alkaline phosphatase: resolution of three variants of the acyl-enzyme mechanism.
Three variants of the classical acyl-enzyme mechanism were compared theoretically with respect to the predicted transient kinetics of substrate hydrolysis by Escherichia coli alkaline phosphatase. In all three, acyl-enzyme hydrolysis was assumed to exist initially primarily as a noncovalent complex with the acid product, inorganic phosphate. In one mechanism, the pre-steady-state rate-controlling step was assumed to be the dissociation of acid product from its initial complex with enzyme. In the other two, pre-steady-state rate control was assigned to an enzyme isomerization occurring before or after substrate binding to free enzyme. Under concentration conditions of excess substrate and acid product, integrated rate laws were used to reject the possibility of pre-steady-state rate control by enzyme isomerization between phosphate dissociation and substrate binding. Whereas this mechanism predicts a pre-steady-state noncompetitive relationship between substrate and acid product, the stopped-flow kinetics of 4-methylumbelliferyl phosphate hydrolysis demonstrates a competitive relationship, consistent with either of the other two mechanisms. Under concentration conditions of stoichiometrically limiting substrate, computer simulations eliminated the possibility of rate control by enzyme isomerization after substrate binding. This mechanism predicts a substrate concentration dependence for the apparent first-order rate constant of substrate hydrolysis which disagrees with previously published data [Halford, S. E. (1971) Biochem. J. 125, 319--327]; the other two mechanisms are consistent with experiment. Comparison of transient kinetic theory and experiment under these two contrasting concentration conditions suggests strongly that the rate-controlling step in phosphate ester hydrolysis by E. coli alkaline phosphate is the dissociation of "sticky" acid product from its noncovalent complex with enzyme. This mechanism explains an anomaly in the stopped-flow kinetic trace, a substoichiometric pre-steady-state burst of alcohol product release.